SUSPENSION PRODUCTS

MEDIUM/HEAVY DUTY SUSPENSION PRODUCTS - Dayton Parts operates as the leading Medium/Heavy Duty Suspension supplier to the independent aftermarket and our line has grown to be the most diverse in the industry. We now manufacture and distribute suspension components for over 275 proprietary and OEM front, rear and auxiliary suspension models from over 50 manufacturers.

Dayton Parts, LLC is a master distributor for Hendrickson Truck, Trailer and Auxiliary, Reyco/Transpro, Hutch, Chalmers, Ridewell, Watson & Chalin, Holland Neway, Holland Binkley, Cambria and Raydan suspensions. Dayton Parts is also a major distributor of Monroe® shock absorbers and Firestone® air springs. Dayton Parts offers “the best service and highest quality”, all at a fair price.